Abstract-In this paper, an evaluation approach of recoverable performance for post-fault quadrotors is investigated. Both propeller faults and failures are considered, such as loss of partial propeller effectiveness and loss of one or more propellers. The main contribution is to propose a method to compute recoverable set for different faulty conditions using sum of squares (SOS). The recoverable set is an invariant set and it is the set of initial states, which can be driven to the equilibrium point while respecting propeller faults, failures and rotating speed limits. Before computing the set, feasible equilibrium points are calculated to guarantee relaxed hover solutions against different faulty cases. Simulations illustrate the effectiveness of proposed approach with nonlinear quadrotor dynamics under various fault and failure conditions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quadrotors have became the most widely used vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) in practical application and research domain because of simple mechanical structure and easy operation. This has attracted lots of research interests in quadrotor control [1] , trajectory generation/tracking [2] , [3] and applications [4] .
Quadrotors are actuated by four motors with propellers to achieve 6-DOF movement so that they are underactuated. Because they have no redundant actuators their performance will be influenced significantly under actuator faults and failures. Under actuator-fault conditions, a propeller which loses partial effectiveness is also able to provide force and moment to actuate the quadrotor. In order to make the most of remained performance guaranteeing post-fault quadrotor safety, fault-tolerant control (FTC) approaches are used. In [5] , different FTC methods were investigated and applied on a quadrotor under small roll and pitch angles against actuator faults, including gain-scheduled PID (GS-PID), Model reference adaptive control (MRAC), sliding mode control (SM-C), control allocation and re-allocation methods. Compared with fault condition, actuator failure implies that one or more propellers are total lost and they are not able to actuate the quadrotor any more. An useful strategy under actuator-failure condition is to give up controlling quadrotor's yaw angle in exchange for controlling of roll and pith angle to achieve "hover" [6] . A relaxed hover solution is analyzed in [7] *This work was supported by The National Natural Science Foundation of China under Grant: 61035005, 61273025 and 61203334.
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Actuator constraints are the other important factor influencing quadrotor performance and safety, especially under actuator faults and failures. Control and planning strategy for post-fault quadrotor with actuator constraints is proposed in [8] . In [9] , a generalized invariant-set based approach was proposed against actuator faults and constraints and applied on a linear UAV model. These existing research results can provide solutions for post-fault/failure quadrotors but the initial states applied to these methods are not analyzed. The energy provided by actuator is limited and actuator faults/failures will increase such constraints so that some initial state away from equilibrium points may be not stabilizable.
In this paper, the main contribution is that recoverable set is computed to evaluate recoverable performance of post-fault/failure quadrotors under constraints of propeller rotational speeds. As the best of authors' known, no research work has given out such kind of results. According to different actuator faults/failures, relaxed hover solutions are calculated as target states of steady-state conditions. Then quadrotor performance around the target states are analyzed with taking actuator constraints into account. The recoverable performance is denoted by a set of states which can be driven to the target states while respecting propeller faults/failures and rotating speed limits. The recoverable set is an invariant set and it is computed by sum of squares (SOS). A related controller is also synthesized during recoverable set computation. At last, recoverable sets are computed against different actuator faults/failures to illustrate the proposed approach.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as following: Section II investigate quadrotor model and relaxed hover solutions; recoverable set computation approach as the main result is proposed in Section III; simulation results and analysis under different actuator faults and failures are shown in Section IV; Section V ends the paper with conclusion. 
A. Quadrotor dynamic model
The translational dynamics of quadrotor is expressed in the inertial coordinate system E such as
where
T denote positions and velocities in inertial coordinate system. R EB is orientation matrix from the body coordinate system to the inertial coordinate system.
T is an unit vector. f Σ is the sum of forces produced by propellers. m denotes the mass of quadrotor while g is gravity acceleration.
The expression of orientation dynamics has different forms such as Euler angles, orientation matrix, quaternions and so on [10] . For simple computation, orientation matrix is used in this paper.Ṙ
T represents angular velocity of quadrotor
The angular dynamics expressed in the body coordinate system isω
T denotes moments produced by propellers and
T is drag force produced by the body of quadrotor. Because the value of τ dx and τ dy are small compared to the other parts in the equation, they are neglected and τ dz = −k d r where k d is constant. J represents inertia matrix which is assumed to be diagonal such as
The forces f i and moments τ i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 produced by propellers are approximately expressed as
where k f and k τ are fixed constants and Ω i represent rotor speeds. Thus, the total force and moments act on each axes is achieved.
T is control input of quadrotor and
where L is length between center axis of propeller and the center of quadrotor. The control inputs are limited by
where Ω is the maximum rotor speed.
B. Actuator fault/failure conditions
Two kinds of actuator malfunctions are considered in this paper: actuator faults imply that loss of partial effectiveness such as propeller partial damaged; actuator failures which imply that loss of all effectiveness such as loss a whole propeller. Actuator faults and failures can be modeled by
where u is control signal produced by controller and
conditions. λ i = 1 means fault-free, 0 < λ i < 1 means actuator fault and λ i = 0 means actuator failure. Furthermore, suppose the number of failure actuator is m f while the number of fault-free and faulty actuator is m n = 4−m f .
C. Relaxed hover solutions
The relaxed hover solution is defined by angular velocity, angular acceleration, acceleration of z-axis in inertial coordinate system and rotor speeds. Specially, the angular velocity ω and rotor speeds Ω i should be constant values, both angular and z-axis accelerationω,v z should be zero. Furthermore, the constant angular velocity should be parallel to gravity and point to the same direction which decide quadrotor's attitudes.
According to (1) and (2), the translational and angular acceleration constraints are expressed as
For ease of calculation, the z-axis of inertial coordinate system, z E is transformed into body coordinate system instead of transforming the angular velocity into inertial coordinate system. Hence, 
Thus, there are total 7 equality constraints and 10 undetermined variable: 4 rotor speeds, 3 angular velocities and 3 elements of R EB . By solving constraints (3)- (7) with some optimal factor such as minimize ||ω||, a relaxed hover solution is calculated and the related values are denoted by
III. RECOVERABLE SET COMPUTATION In this section, the main contribution of this paper, recoverable set computation, will be introduced. The recoverable set computation is based on quadrotor dynamic model. A whole model can be expressed by (1)-(2) which includes translational dynamics, orientation dynamics and angular dynamics. The stability of orientation and angular loops is the base of translation control and more challenging, especially for a post-fault/failure quadrotor. Hence, the recoverable performance of orientation and angular loops are considered in this section. The control of translational loop can be conveniently achieve based on stable inner loops so it is not discussed in this paper. The other advantage of only taking inner loop into account is to reduce the computation complexity. Thus, a simplified quadrotor dynamic model is proposed firstly and then the recoverable set and related controller are computed according to this model by SOS.
A. Simplified quadrotor dynamic model
In steady-state case of relaxed hover condition, the angular acceleration should be zero and the quadrotor is expected to rotate around a fixed axis of inertial coordinate system under a certain angular velocity (including zero angular velocity),
T . Thus, a simplified dynamic model is proposed for controller design to converge quadrotor states to the relaxed hover condition.ξ
T is system input and
At the same time, the total force f Σ is also fixed according to the first constraint in (6) which implies that just 3 control signals are independent. Without loss of generality, suppose Ω
Furthermore, because [r 31 r 32 r 33 ] is the third row of rotation matrix R EB , they satisfies the following constraints so that there are only two independent variables. 
T , T . According to the hover condition, simplified dynamic model around relaxed hover point can be achieved with stateξ = ξ −ξ * and control signalũ = u−u * .
B. Simplified dynamic model around relaxed hover point
For easy computation, asymmetrical actuator constraints are redefined as symmetrical ones such as
At last, the constraints are normalized and the related dynamic model is given bẏ
C. Sum of squares and system stability
A sufficient condition of system stability is that there exists a non-negative Lyapunov candidate function and its derivative is negative. Hence, non-negativity conditions are very important in control theory. Sum of squares decomposition as a sufficient conditions for non-negativity testing arose [11] . A polynomial p(ξ) admits an SOS decomposition, if there exists a set of polynomials f i , i = 1, ..., N such that:
Then, consider the following system.
where η 1 ∈ R n is a vector of independent system states and η 2 ∈ R m is a vector of non-independent system states. The constraints between independent states and non-independent states are denoted by
The stability of system (11) can be guaranteed by the following lemma.
Lemma 1 [12] : if there exist a function V (η 1 , η 2 ): R n × R m → R, a positive scale γ and sum of squares
then the zero equilibrium is asymptotically stable for system (11) .
D. Recoverable set computation
A state feedback controller which is only affected by independent statesξ 1 is used to stabilize system (10) as following.ũ
The relaxed hover solution calculated in Section II.C provides a safe state for post-fault/failure quadrotors. Guaranteeing system (8) stable at the relaxed hover state is equality to design controller to achieve zero equilibrium asymptotically stable of system (10) . Next, define a set of states such asS
where P(ξ) is a symmetric polynomial matrix. The following theorem will guaranteeS is an attractive region of zero equilibrium for system (10) with designing a related controller (15). Note that, ifS is an attractive region, ∀ξ ∈S will asymptotically converge to the equilibrium point which implies that ∀ξ ∈ S = ξ|ξ ∈S will asymptotically converge to the relaxed hover states. Theorem 1: For system (10), if there exist a symmetric polynomial matrix
, a positive scale γ and sum of squares s 1 
then actuator constraints are satisfied,S is an invariant set with P = W −1 , the controller is K = Y W −1 and the zero equilibrium is asymptotically stable.
Proof: The variables (ξ 1 ,ξ 2 ) of related matrices and polynomials are abridged for concise in Theorem 1 and the follows discussion. Define the function V as follows:
Clearly, (12) is valid. Taking non-independent state constraints g = r 
Pre-and post-multiply
and take g in to account, (19) denotes (14) valid.
If (18) and (19) are satisfied, V will be a Lyapunov function. According to the results of [13] , (16) and (17) guarantee that actuator constraints are maintained andS is an invariant set which imply that ∀ξ ∈S will asymptotically converge to equilibrium point under controller K without touch actuator constraints.
Thus, the recoverable set S re of system (8) can be defined as following. [7] . The constraints of rotor speed is from 0 to 1000.
Three different fault/failure scenarios are considered: 1) fault-free 2) Propeller 4 fault with 55% loss of effectiveness 3) Propeller 4 failure Specially, in the second scenario, the fault propeller remains partial effectiveness. Thus, two different hover solutions can be calculated according to requirements. One choice is traditional hover condition with zero angular velocity and another one is relaxed hover condition. All of the four solutions are listed in Table I where
represent hover states of angular velocities, the projections of z E in body coordinate system and propeller speeds respectively.
Then, the recoverable set S re can be computed by solving the optimization problem (??) based on the above relaxed hover solutions. The matrix variables W and Y in Theorem 1 are polynomial matrices. In these simulations, these two matrices are assumed to be zero order which implies that they have constant values.
A. Fault-free case
The matrix P of recoverable set related to the hover solution is: control performance under the designed controller is shown in Fig. 3 . In fault-free case, the quadrotor can be stabilized to the relaxed hover point without actuator constraints and shock.
B. Propeller fault with 55% loss of effectiveness
Firstly, considering traditional hover condition with zero angular velocity, the matrix P and a feasible initial states ξ 0 are as following. Comparing the two cases, the traditional one has larger recoverable set and better control performance. Because the two hover solutions are based on the same post-fault quadrotor model, the difference between recoverable sets is only related to hover solutions. It is easy to say that a relaxed hover solution with non-zero angular velocities may lead worse recoverable performance. Furthermore, the weights of angular velocities and attitudes in matrix P are almost the same, but attitude variables are limited to −1 ∼ 1 so that recoverable initial states are mainly constrained by angular velocities especially the yaw rate r.
C. One propeller failure
In this case, one propeller is total lost and the post-failure quadrotor have to satisfy a relaxed hover solution such as: Fig. 3 which denote that if the initial states are inside S re , the post-failure quadrotor can be stabilized to the pre-calculated relaxed hover point. On the other hand, suppose the initial angular velocity is ω = [0 0 − 11.5], the feasible initial attitude r 3 = [r 31 r 32 r 33 ] is shown in Fig. 4 where the upper ellipsoid is projection of S and the lower one is unit ball r The main contribution of this paper is that a computation approach of recoverable set is proposed to quantitatively evaluate post-fault/failure quadrotor's recoverable performance under actuator constraints. After actuator faults/failures occurring on quadrotors, relaxed hover solutions are defined as target stats of post-fault/failure quadrotors to guarantee safety. Compared to general hover conditions, the relaxed one allows quadrotor "hovers" in a small area with non-zero but constraint angular velocities and attitudes. Then, recoverable set is introduced to evaluate whether a quadrotor can be stabilized to the relaxed hover solution when fault/failure occurs. The recoverable set is constructed according to invariant set theory and computed by sum of squares. Although the proposed method is based on sufficient condition which brings conservative, it provides a way to quantitatively analyze quadrotor's recoverable performance.
